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Abstract– Imaging synthesis methods open a new door to help scientists for further
study on porous materials. High resolution images are required to analyze the macroscopic propert
ies of porous media. However, a few degenerated high resolution samples are available because of
constraints, and low resolution measurements (such as MRI images) cannot fully describe the
medium. Computer-aided approaches can help the science of porous media by generating many
artificial high resolution samples using the information of available data. In this paper, a novel
discriminative graphical framework is proposed which statistically models the synthesis problem.
The probability distribution of high resolution image of a porous medium given a low resolution
measurement is modeled by conditional random fields (CRF). A Monte Carlo approach is
proposed to sample the constructed model and to generate high resolution samples. Moreover, a
hierarchical CRF is proposed for gradual synthesis of high resolution porous media images. The
success of the models is shown and compared through several experimental results.
Keywords– Porous media, image synthesis, graphical models, conditional random fields

1. INTRODUCTION
Scientific imaging is an exploding field, especially due to the proliferation of a wide range of imaging
modalities and instruments. In particular, medical imaging and remote sensing are two such areas which
have been extensively studied. However, there are other areas still awaiting further study, such as the
science of porous media. Porous media is the science of porous materials such as cement, wood, cartilage,
rock and soil [1], which have significant contributions in construction, medicine, environmental industries,
and petroleum engineering.
To study and to analyze the macroscopic properties (porosity, permeability, conductivity and etc.) of
porous materials, a large ensemble of high-resolution images is required [2]. Some examples of highresolution microscopic images of porous media are shown in the first row of Fig. 5, where the black/white
shading shows the two phases of pore and solid. Providing high resolution physical samples requires
cutting, polishing, exposure to air and, consequently, a variety of influences and alterations to samples. On
the other hand, the acquisition of 3D MRI images has no impact on the sample, but has limited spatial
resolution, such that only large pores can be resolved. Therefore, image processing and computer vision
methods can be very helpful to synthesize new high resolution images for further studying of porous
materials [3]. In other words, the information of available high- and low resolution images can be fused to
model the characteristics of porous medium and, then, sampling the constructed model provides us high
resolution images with consistent properties of original images of the medium.
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As a result of constraints (physics, time and expense), few high resolution samples are available.
Moreover, multiple measured samples are typically not from a single scene, therefore, super-resolution
and multi-resolution data fusion approaches may not be useful. However, porous media samples do have
some sort of structure and randomness, for which statistical methods can be quite successful, therefore, we
are interested to model the statistical characteristics of images of such media for the purpose of synthesis.
Almost all the primary works build the model just based on high resolution images. The model is
sampled for the synthesis of new high resolution images. A number of statistical functions such as twopoint correlation and chord length distribution are used as prior models [4]. The process is called prior
sampling and does not use low resolution images. However, with respect to advanced 3D imaging tools,
low resolution images also have complementary information which can be used for the description of
porous medium. In the first attempt of fusing low resolution measurements with high resolution data,
Okabe and Blunt [5] proposed a stochastic reconstruction method. In their method, large pore structure is
resolved using low resolution tomographic images and small-scale ones are reconstructed using learned
prior model independent of low resolution measurement. The first problem of this method is that the low
resolution measurements are not explicitly coupled with prior model of high resolution images. The other
limitation is that all the information provided by low resolution images cannot be fully exploited.
A more robust statistical method was proposed by Mohebi et al. [6], in which Gibbs random field
(GRF) is used for prior modelling. The prior model is built as the fusion of chord length and histogram
distributions from high resolution images. In an approach named posterior sampling, the reconstructing
sample based on the prior model is constrained by low resolution measurements. Therefore, to some
extent, the prior model is coupled with measurement model in the process of posterior sampling. Although
the method has great success in the reconstruction task, some delicate points can be considered for further
investigation. The first point is that the method models the probability distribution of high resolution
images of porous medium and makes the synthesizing sample close to measurements during the sampling
phase. However, modelling the probability distribution of high resolution images given the low resolution
measurements is more consistent with the nature of our image synthesis problem. Moreover, in this
approach, constraining the reconstructing sample means reduction of the distance between the
measurement obtained from the reconstructing image and the true available measurement. However, the
true underlying function (forward problem function) of extracting low resolution image from the high
resolution one is not known. The last issue to be addressed is that the contribution of the prior model and
low resolution measurement in reconstruction process is not fully coupled in [6] which is explained more
later in this paper.
We proposed a novel framework of image synthesis very naively in our preliminary work [7]. A
discriminative graphical model, conditional random field (CRF), is used to model the probability
distribution of high resolution images given the low resolution measurements. The CRF model was firstly
proposed by Lafferty et al. [8] for segmenting and labeling sequencing data. This discriminative graphical
model directly models the conditional distribution instead of modelling the joint probability distribution of
generative methods such as Markov random field (MRF) [9]. The success and superiority of CRF have
been proved in many computer vision applications [10-13]. CRF is used to model the distribution of high
resolution images, since low resolution ones make the synthesizing model more consistent with the nature
of the problem. Moreover, the contributions of prior and measurement models are fully integrated. Besides
all of these points, the function to convert the high resolution sample to low resolution measurement is no
longer required and the relation between low- and high resolution images is implicitly modelled in CRF.
The first contribution of this paper is that our previous method is presented in a more detailed and
revised manner. Hierarchical approaches are introduced in many computer vision applications [14-16].
Due to scale to scale synthesis of high resolution images, we propose a hierarchical conditional random
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field (HCRF) to model the synthesis task as our second main contribution. The third novelty in this work
is designing informative feature functions to describe porous medium in both our CRF and HCRF models.
The fourth and last contribution is proposing novel sampling algorithms to sample from the learned
models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The statistical formulations of the porous media image
synthesis task in the previous works compared to our proposed models are explained in Section 2. Section
3 presents our proposed CRF-based approach for image synthesis, and HCRF model is introduced in
Section 4. Section 5 includes the experimental results and discussions. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 6.
2. STATISTICAL FORMULATION
Due to existing constraints, synthesis of high resolution porous media images using computer-aided
methods attracts a great deal of interest. Among these methods, statistical approaches are the focus of this
paper. Early works model the probability distribution function of high resolution image
of a porous
medium and the artificial samples are generated using the sampling algorithms. However, as mentioned in
Section 1, the low resolution measurements can play a significant role in describing porous medium
because of their supplementary information to high resolution images.
Okabe and Blunt [5] model the distribution
, however, the distribution
.|
. is
sampled in the sampling phase. In fact,
. represents the portion of the reconstructing image which is
fully resolved by the available low resolution measurements. Therefore, the sampler infers the unresolved
. It is obvious that the information of low resolution is not completely used for
part
. of image
reconstruction in this method.
The probability distribution
is also modelled by Mohebi et al. [6] using GRF as:
exp

(1)

where, and represent the normalization factor and the temperature, respectively. Function
is the
energy function which characterizes the porous medium in this framework. To take advantage of low
resolution measurement
in the synthesis phase, the authors constrain the probability distribution in
sampling process such that:
|

|

exp

(2)

where, the energy function is substituted by:
|

||

||

(3)

where, . indicates a preassumed forward model by which the measurement is extracted from the
reconstructing image . As a result, the measurement
does not play any role in modelling phase but
forces the sampling image to be consistent with itself. Moreover, the contribution of prior and
measurement energies are separated and are controlled by the hand-tuning parameter . Eq. (2) can be
rewritten as:
1
1
||
||
|
exp
exp
|

(4)

where,
and
|
represent prior and likelihood models, respectively. Equation (4) shows the
separation of prior and measurement effects in the synthesis problem. Moreover, it is shown that the
model can be categorized as generative model, although it can be inferred from the equivalence of GRF
and MRF models [17].
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In many machine learning and computer vision problems, the superiority of discriminative models
are discussed and proved in comparison to generative models [18]. In this paper, conditional random field
(CRF) is used as a discriminative graphical model for the modelling of our image synthesis task. Our CRF
directly models the distribution P H|M instead of separating it to prior and likelihood models. The
measurement M also contributes in construction of the probability distribution function rather than just
playing a role in sampling phase. As discussed in the next section, it is not required to know the forward
model f . and the information of available low- and high resolution images is fully coupled in our
modelling framework.
3. PROPOSED CRF-BASED FRAMEWORK
The goal of this paper is to propose a novel framework which is consistent with the nature of our image
synthesis problem. In porous media image synthesis problem which is the focus of this paper, a few high
resolution images and a number of low resolution measurements of a porous medium are available. The
objective is to learn a model which characterizes the medium and can be used for synthesis of new high
resolution samples. For the purpose of simplicity, all the high and low resolution images are supposed to
be 2D and only one image from each set is available for training. While the model is being learnt, each
time the sampler is run, the goal is to infer a high resolution image ∗ given a low resolution measurement
:
∗
|
(5)
It is proposed that we model the distribution
|
by conditional random field (CRF). Sites of are
random variables corresponding to image pixels which compose a random field. Each site (pixel) of is
considered to be a vertex of a graph in which neighbouring pixels are connected to each other. The
neighbours of a site , are determined due to a predefined neighbourhood system. Considering vertices
and edges , graph
,
conditioned on
is called CRF and the probability distribution is
determined as a product of factors defined on :
∏

|

∈

∏

,

∈

(6)

where, each factor
is called a clique which contains a set of nodes, every two of which are mutual
neighbours. A clique template is a representative of similar cliques of and the set includes all clique
templates defined based on the neighbourhood system. Parameter
is the normalization constant and
function
. is the potential function associated with clique , which is defined as:
∑
,

exp ∑

∏

∈

∑

∏

∈

,

(7)

,

,

(8)

represents any arbitrary configuration of high resolution random field and
,
is the where,
th function of
feature functions defined on clique of and measurement . Parameter , is
the weight of
,
for each configuration
of
and represents the indicator function.
Some primary assumptions are made to cope with the high complexity of general CRF. This paper
(similar to almost all CRF applications) selects first order neighbourhood system for the CRF model such
that sites
,
1 ,
1, , ,
1 ,
1,
are the neighbours of site , . As a result, three
clique templates exist in the model. The proposed CRF-based image synthesis model and the first order
neighbourhood system and its corresponding clique templates are shown in Fig. 1.
Supposing random field to be isotropic (stationary with respect to rotation of cliques), the vertical
and horizontal double-site cliques will be identical. Therefore, we are left with only single-site and
double-site clique templates and we call them
and
cliques, respectively. Moreover, it is
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supposed thhat the randoom field iss homogeneoous (stationarry with respeect to shiftinng of cliques)), then the
same featurre functions are defined for the sam
me cliques annd their corrresponding weight
w
param
meters are
shared betw
ween them (kknown as parameter tyingg). By substittuting (8) in (6) and conssidering the mentioned
m
assumptionss, the probab
bility distribuution of CRF
F can be rewrritten as:
exp ∑

|

∑ ∑

,

,

∈

,

(9)

where, andd are the inndices of -thh and -th sittes and
includes thhe neighbourrs of site . Parameters
P
and
are called the enerrgy functionss associated with
w
annd
cliqques, respectively.
∑

,
,

∑
∑

,

∈

∑

,

,
,

∈

(10)
,

, ,

,

,

(11)

where, in thhis paper,
0,1 (corrresponding to
t pore or sollid state of each
e
pixel) iss the set of sttates from
which each site can receeive its valuee.
The CR
RF-based po
orous media image synthhesis problem
m is modellled by Eqs. (9)-(11). Hoowever, to
fully characcterize the porous
p
mediium, the
and thee
featuure function
ns should bee defined.
Moreover, tthe weight paarameters off the model arre tuned usinng training data.

(a) The CRF
C model

(b) Thhe clique tempplate

Fiig 1. The propposed CRF-based image synnthesis Framew
work: the CR
RF model and the
t first order
neighbbourhood systtem is shown in (a). Three clique templaates correspond
ding
to thhe neighbourhhood system iss depicted in (b)

a) Parameteer estimation
n and infereence
identiccally indeppendently ddistributed (i.i.d)
Let uus assume we have
(
trainning data
,
:
1,2, . . . , , the parameters
,
ca
an
be
estim
mated
using
m
maximum
,
, ,
∗
likelihood eestimation (MLE)
(
methhod. The ML
LE method finds the parameters
such thatt the loglikelihood function
f
ℓ off training pairrs is maximizzed:
∏

ℓ
∑

∑

,
,

∑ ∑

∈

,

,

(12)

Since function ℓ
is concave [19], this optimization
o
problem cann be solved using
u
iterativee gradient
ascent methhod.
Compuuting the proobability of an
a arbitrary configuration
c
n of given
n a measurem
ment
or fiinding the
∗
best
thatt maximizes (5) is calledd inference. For
F the CRF
F model whicch has a cycllic graph, looopy belief
propagationn (LBP) [20] is a commoon method off inference. It
I is a sum-product message passing algorithm
that calculattes the margiinal distributtion.
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b) Feature ffunctions foor CRF-based model
In liteerature, statisstical functioons such as chordlength
c
and histograam-based disstributions arre used to
characterizee porous meedia images [1]. Inspireed by these features, we
w design noovel featurees for our
proposed CRF model. Suppose
S
that one 2D highh resolution image and one 2D low
w resolutionn image
are grray values
are availablle for traininng. The pixell values of belong to 0,1 and thhe intensities of
distributed oover the interval [0,1].
The firrst feature off each node is set to
,
1 as bias feature.
fe
We call
c the seconnd and the
third featurees fuzzy [21] horizontal chordlength and fuzzy vertical
v
chord
dlength featuures which arre defined
as:
,

∑

(13)

,

∑

(14)

where,
indexes a site in whhich is the parent of -th site of . Parameter
P
is the
t degree
of intensity value
in
n a fuzzy sett named
. In other words,
deterrmines to whhat degree
is a solidd (white) pixxel. Therefo
ore,
fiinds a horizzontal chord in
with length of
the pixel
1 corresponnding to
w
where
all pix
xels of the chhord have greeater membeership degreee in either
or
fuzzy setts and returnns the summaation of the degrees.
d
Low
w/High featuure value inddicates the
existence of a
/
(black/w
white) horizoontal chord around
a
, respectively.
r
The
a
and
unctions of means
m
equal to zero and one
o which iss shown in
fuzzy membbership functtions are twoo Gaussian fu
Fig. 2. The function
is analoggous to
for the verttical configurration aroundd site
o .
of

F 2. The fuzzzy membershhip function of being pore or
Fig.
o solid pixel

The fouurth proposeed feature is the
t summation of fuzzy membership
m
values of a 3
on site
within imaage :
,

∑

∈

3 window centred
(15)

As it iis obvious, the
t concept of fuzzinesss is used forr designing the
t features to extract thhe inexact
informationn of measurem
ment field . All the feaatures associaated with nod
de
characcterize the -tth node of
the high ressolution imagge based on
o given meaasurement . However, the
t decision about a site as
a being a
or
pixel is not
n made onlly based on node
n
featurees. The poweer and impact of graphicaal models,
especially CRF,
C
is that they
t
use the information of neighbouuring pixels. In other worrds, it is exppected that
the neighboouring pixelss have the saame behaviouur. This is modelled
m
by edge
e
featuress in CRF moodel. Four
edge featurees are also deesigned in ouur model succh that the firrst one is
, ,
1 similaar to node
features. Thhe other threee features aree defined as:
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,

,

(16)

|

where the -th and -th sites with close features have edge features near one and dissimilar neighbour sites
tend to have near zero edge features. Therefore, edge features model the interaction between neighbouring
pixels in . A porous medium is fully characterized by both node and edge features.
c) Proposed sampling
While the CRF model
|
is defined and its parameters are learnt, high resolution images can
be sampled given every test low resolution measurement . A Gibbs sampler along with simulated
annealing procedure can sample the probability distribution [7, 22]. Sampling is started with a random
configuration of at a high temperature . The Gibbs sampler samples the value of
for each node
due to its marginal distribution:
|

∑ ∈

,

exp

,

,

(17)

The procedure repeats until a stopping criterion is reached. The exponential
cooling
schedule is used for the sampling method.
Experiments show that edge energies
dominate the node energies and this causes oversmoothing in the sampling process of the Gibbs annealing sampler (GAS). Therefore, smaller structures
cannot be well resolved during the annealing. We propose a novel sampling method to deal with the
problem. The sampling process is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the edge energy is ignored
and a high resolution image is sampled by the Gibbs annealing sampler starting from
and ending in
. By fixing the temperature at
, the sampling is continued with both energy terms (node and edge
energies) for a number of times in the second phase. We call the first and second phases the formation and
smoothing stages, respectively. Experimental results have shown the success of our proposed two-stage
Gibbs annealing sampler (TSGAS) compared with the common GAS method.
4. PROPOSED HCRF-BASED FRAMEWORK
Hierarchical methods have drawn attention in many computer vision works [14-16]. In this section, we
propose a hierarchical conditional random field for our porous media image synthesis problem. Without
loss of generality, it is supposed that
and
are of size 2
2 and 2
2 , respectively. The
parameters and , where
, are considered as the scales of images and , respectively. In our
proposed hierarchical framework, the information is gradually passed scale to scale from the coarse scale
to the fine scale . We propose that from scale
1 to scale , samples
are synthesized based on
and , where
is the reconstructed estimate of the high resolution image at scale . A hierarchical
CRF (HCRF) is proposed in order to construct a model characterizing the porous medium in this
framework. The conditional distribution of
given
and is defined as
|

,
∑ ∑

∑
December 2014

∑
,
∑

,
,

,

,

(18)

and the edge energy function

,
,

,

∈

where, the node energy function
,

exp ∑

,

∑

∈

can be rewritten as:
,

,

,

(19)

,
,

∈

, ,

,

,

,

,

(20)
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The graphiccal representtation of the proposed HC
CRF image synthesis moodel is show
wn in Fig. 3. The main
difference iis that the feeatures of H
HCRF modell use the infformation off the coarser--scale high resolution
r
reconstructeed image
.

Fig. 3.
3 The graphiccal scheme of our proposed HCRF imagee synthesis mo
odel

a) Feature ffunctions in
n HCRF moddel
In ourr proposed HCRF
H
modeel, our four proposed CRF
C
node feeatures are revised
r
suchh that the
informationn of coarser reconstructe
d image
r
confirms or denies thhe states of pixels
p
in . The first
node feature is the bias feature as was
w introduceed in Sectionn 3.2 and thee other threee feature funnctions are
defined as:
,

,

∑

1

(21)

,

,

∑

1

(22)

,

,

∑

∈

1

(23)

t pixel vaalues of the reconstructed image
boost or diminish the original
It is obbvious that the
features. In other words, the informaation of the reconstructed
r
d coarser scaale image
affects thhe features
so that pixels of finer sccale image
can more discriminativ
d
vely be choseen to be pore or solid onees.
The eddge features are
a the samee as the featuures defined iin CRF mod
del. The HCR
RF model is trained as
CRF modell and then it is
i sampled too generate neew high resollution imagees of the poroous medium.
b) Proposedd hierarchicaal sampling
Whilee the parameeters of the HCRF imaage synthesiss model aree tuned usinng training data,
d
high
resolution images can be
b synthesizeed given a low resolutioon sample. Itt is proposed
d that the saampling is
started at sccale and a high resoluttion sample of
o scale
1 is generatted given thee low resolutiion image
and a heeuristic high resolution esstimate
. The processs generates a high resolu
ution sample
given
the synthesiized sample
and thee low resoluttion measureement at scale
s
. A hig
gh resolutionn image at
scale is tthe desired generated
g
saample. The sampling
s
meethod used inn each scalee can be anyy of those
explained in
i Section 3.
3 Using thhe proposed HCRF fram
mework, thee informatioon of low resolution
r
measuremennt is propagaated graduallly scale to scale
s
and ressults in a moore robust hiigh resolution sample.
The schemaatic process of
o our propossed hierarchiical samplingg frameworkk is depicted in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The diaggram of our proposed hieraarchical samplling approach

5. EXPERIM
MENTAL RESULTS
R
To evaluatee the proposeed algorithmss, we design different experiments onn seven poro
ous media im
mages with
various struuctures and one
o toy case (case
(
8). Thee original sam
mples are shown in the first
fi row of Fig.
F 5. The
second row
w of the figurre contains thhe low resoluution measuurements corrresponding to
t each sampple, where
the parametter dsR indiccates the dow
wn sampling
g rate. The loow resolution
n images aree generated artificially
a
such that eevery dsR dsR block of original image is averaged
a
as the measureement. Our proposed
methods aree compared with
w the metthod proposeed in [6] and our previous work [7]. It
I is worthwhhile to say
that the supperiority of the method of [6] comppared to the one [5] is shown in [6
6]. The summ
mation of
chordlengthh and histogrram distributtions is used as the energgy functions in (3). The ising-directe
i
d features
are also impplemented foor the methodd of [7].
Our proposed CRF
F and HCRF models are trrained using the pair of high
h
and low
w resolution im
mages for
AS and TSGA
AS samplingg methods are
a run to saample the
each case sshown in Fig. 5. The prroposed GA
trained models given their corresponding low
w resolutionn measuremeents. At firrst glance, tthe visual
o the resultts in Fig. 6 shows the superiority of our propposed method comparedd with the
inspection of
methods off [6] and [7]. Moreover, it is visuallyy evident (esspecially in case
c
3) that our TSGAS sampling
method cann much betterr synthesize the structurees and does not have oversmoothingg artifacts wiith respect
to GAS metthod.
For m
more illustraative evaluation, the mean
m
squareed error (M
MSE) between the origginal and
reconstructeed images iss used as a quantitative criterion. Thhe MSE bettween an oriiginal imagee
and a
reconstructeed image is computed aas:
,

∑

(24)

where, paraameter reprresents the number
n
of sites of the imaages. Figure 7 compares the methodss based on
MSE criteriion on all saamples. The eight samplees are reconsstructed by the
t six metho
ods with muultiple low
resolution m
measurementts generated by different
2,4,,8,16 (242 images).
i
Thee last image (case
(
8) is
a toy porouss image withh different poore structure and size.
The asscending cuurves of Figg. 7 indicatees that loweer resolutionn measurements have much
m
less
informationn and make reconstructed
r
d samples with higher errrors. The method
m
of [6] attempts to make the
reconstructiing high sam
mple close to the low resoolution measuurement by constraining
c
the samplingg process.
As the measurements with
w
2 have more informationn and are veryy close to hiigh resolutioon images,
wever, our prroposed mod
del is a morre general
the methodd of [6] can perform bettter in some cases. How
method andd samples the unified moodel of
|
in a moore natural manner.
m
The generalizatiion of our
method is more
m
obviouss as
inccreases. The superiority of
o our propo
osed algorithm
m with respeect to that
of [6] is obvviously show
wn with the increase of
. Moreover, the TSGA
AS better perrformance caan also be
seen in thesse MSE curvves. Our prooposed hierarrchical modeel also has comparable
c
r
results.
Moreeover, the
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reconstructeed samples inn each scale can be used
d as the initiaal state of thee finer scale sampling prrocess and
it can help the faster convergencee of our hieerarchical appproach. Thee gradual paassing of innformation
p
resullts in more detailed high reesolution sam
mples.
through the scale to scalle sampling process

case 1

case 2

case 3 [66]

case 4

casee 5

casse 6

case 7

case 8

Fig. 5. The gground-truth images
i
are shoown in the firrst row. The seecond row conntains generatted artificial saamples by
downsamplin
ng (dsR=16). Case 8 is a toyy image with different poree size and poree structure.

case 1

case 2

case 3 [6]

case 4

casee 5

case 6

c
case
7

case 8

Fig. 6. The first and secoond rows are thhe samples reconstructed by [6] and [7], respectively. The other row
ws are the
ssamples reconnstructed by ouur proposed methods:
m
CRF+
+GAS (row 3), CRF+TSGA
AS (row 4),
HCRF
F+GAS (row 5)
5 and HCRF + TSGAS (row
w 6)
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case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

case 5

case 6

case 7

case 8

Fig. 7. The M
MSE betweenn the original high
h
resolution images and the reconstructed images using
u
differentt methods.
The samppling methodss are applied on
o measuremennts of variouss downsamplinng rates

It shouuld be noted that
t our CRF
F and HCRF models do nnot need the forward mod
del (as the onne used in
[6] does) too use the infformation off low resoluution measurrements in sampling. Fu
urther, the fuunction of
forward prooblem is not commonly known
k
in moost vision problems and our independdent synthessis of high
resolution im
mages is the most importtant advantagge of the prooposed frameework.
Despitee the theorettical superiorrity of our model
m
(does not
n need to knnow the forw
ward problem
m function
and is moree consistent with
w the natuure of porouss media imagge synthesis task), the ressults show thhe success
of our prevviously published model [7] in compparison to thee one of [6].. It indicatess the capabillity of our
model. The proposed
p
CR
RF+GAS metthod of this paper is the same as ourr previous method
m
[7]
first CRF m
but with nnew designedd features. The better results of CRF+GAS
C
m
method
in most
m
of the cases in
comparisonn to [7] show that more innformative feeatures are prroposed in thhis paper. Th
hrough the reesults, it is
shown that the proposedd TSGAS saampling meth
hod also impproved the GAS
G
one. It can
c be conclluded that
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our CRF method is a more compatible model compared to the one of [6] for the image synthesis task. This
method is also improved by designing new informative features and more successful sampling process.
Although the proposed HCRF model has comparable results compared to others, it is itself a valuable
framework because of its hierarchical approach.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK REMARKS
In this paper, the synthesis of high resolution porous media images given the low resolution measurements
is modelled using CRF. The proposed discriminative framework is consistent with the nature of the
problem and facilitates the information fusion of low and high resolution images for the synthesis task.
Novel feature functions are designed to describe the porous medium characteristics and new sampling
approach is introduced. Moreover, gradual synthesis process is introduced by proposing a novel
hierarchical CRF model and hierarchical sampling. The visual and numerical inspections of results prove
the superiority and success of our proposed framework compared to existing ones.
Designing more descriptive feature functions for our proposed models and generalization of the
models for the synthesis of 3D images are our main future directions in this field.
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